JORAM Users Day
Dear JORAM partner,
Since the first release in 2000, JORAM has been downloaded more than 18.000 times (with an
average of 850 downloads per month) with Four major versions and around 15 intermediate. The
users’ community is growing very fast and involves ISVs, integrators and end-users. The
evaluation/experimentation period of the JORAM technology is now often completed for many of
you. A new phase, where the JORAM component is embedded in operational solutions that are
being deployed in numerous application domains, is now under way as can be seen on the forum.
This is the time for a face to face meeting between all members of the community, both users and
developers. The JORAM project is now ready for profitable exchanges between those who make
the product live so that all synergies already started via the JORAM forum be shared and
enriched. Therefore ObjectWeb and the JORAM core development team are setting up a JORAM
Users' Day on June 17th in Paris (place to be defined later)
The goal of this day, placed under ObjectWeb sponsorship, is the first attempt of direct exchanges
between members of the JORAM community. The meeting is an opportunity to report on the
credibility of the JORAM solution and to raise questions and answers about the durability and
evolution of this open source product.
A tentative agenda is suggested below:
¾ Welcome
¾ Brief presentation of ObjectWeb: status and perspectives
¾ Brief presentation of the short-term JORAM roadmap
¾ Description of JORAM use cases (by JORAM users who are willing to describe their
application): context and objectives, JORAM’s usage, difficulties encountered, expected
features, etc.
¾ Discussion about JORAM orientations and Users expectations
¾ Follow up (if any)
To ease the organization of this meeting, we would ask you to confirm ASAP your participation
and your intention (or not) to make a presentation of your own application. In addition, do not
hesitate to suggest complementary issues to be discussed if you think they are relevant of this
meeting.
Please send back your answer and your comments/suggestions to the following email address:
roland.balter@scalagent.com <mailto:roland.balter@scalagent.com>
Based on the received answers we will be able to send back a detailed agenda by the end of May.
We do hope this initiative will be able to answer your needs and we are looking to seeing you in
Paris next June 17 th.
Best Regards

http://joram.objectweb.org

